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Introduction to Exposure Triangle 
“Don’t pack up your camera until you’ve left the location.”                  ~ Joe McNally 
 

The exposure triangle helps us understand more about light. In photography, it is all 
mathematical behind the scenes. It is the same for film photography and digital 
photography alike. 

Haven’t you ever wondered why the numbers seem strange, and increment in an even 
stranger way? 

Apertures rise from f/1.0 to f/1.4 and go all the way to f/128. Shutter speeds could be 
1/125, or 1/250 and all the way to 1/4000 (1/8000 in some cameras). 

Same goes for the ISO where it jumps from 100 to 200 and keeps going to 3200, 6400, 
12,500 and even 25,000! 

This triangle shows you the three main components of image capturing:  

v Aperture 
v Shutter Speed 
v ISO 

The ISO looks at the sensitivity of the scene, the shutter speed allows for stopping action or 
for motion blurring the subject. The aperture directly commands the depth of field. You 
need all three, but this triangle shows us that if light conditions change, you can change 
your settings to match. 

Understanding exposure is the fundamental and most important aspect of photography. 
Your film camera or digital sensor will tell you how much light is entering your camera via 
the exposure value scale. 
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For example, photographing a scene with ISO 400 at f/16 and a shutter speed of 1/400 and 
then wanting to create a smaller depth of field. You would first lower your aperture to f/8 
(two stops). 

To keep the same correct exposure, you would have to decrease either the ISO 2-stops or 
increase the shutter speed by 2-stops. Decreasing its value from 400 to 100 would give you 
better quality. 

If you choose Av (Aperture Priority) or Tv (Shutter Priority) shooting modes, the ISO will 
change automatically. 

 


